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The glass to us has been like a life partner from an early 
age. We have a very own and unique relationship. The 
more we engage with glass, the more we discover and 
wonder about.  This is constant, without borders in any 
idea or technique, never-ending interest. 

Why glass? It can be so beautiful, shiny, powerful, 

of light. The love for material, in this case glass, unites 
people from all over the world in various design disciplines 
what combine and complement each other. This is 
material of 21st century that has long ago stepped out of 
usual applied art frames. We observe it everywhere in 

sculptures and  majestic architecture.

We work, live and think in this material. Glass is 
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our lives to it. It takes our time, power, blood, sweat and 
tears. But at the same time the glass undoubtedly gives 
us feeling of celebration, genuine joy and indescribable 
happiness.

in our works for yourself! 

Anda Munkevica                  

Valentins Elsts

We wish to open the space that is closed,

To discover inner structure of glass-
Like relationship between human beings.
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CAREFULLY HANDCRAFTED  
GLASS DESIGN
“AM studio” was founded in 2002 aiming at quality, 
creativity, innovative glass and mirror products,  
honesty, superior service, and customer loyalty,  
and these principles still guide our company today.

project we are involved in.

NO CHALLENGE IS TOO GREAT
Our mission is to convert bold glass design ideas into 
functional elements and structures. “AM studio” is able 
to provide all spectrum of services, from designing, 
sketching, creation of unique forms by glass artists, to 
fabrication and installation of ready-made product. 

over the years with their vast knowledge and hard work.

ALWAYS EVOLVING
You don’t stay in business without evolving and 
innovating. “AM studio” is not just a business but 
a space for innovation, inspiration, companionship, 
solution providing products from a team of likeminded 
people, motivated by ideals of good to great.

work, solve challenges for our clients, successfully 
implementing delicate artistic glass solutions into the 
world of architecture and design.

“AM studio” team

OUR MISSION
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ARCHITECTURAL GLASS
by leading architects, designers and contractors in the 
Baltic States and beyond. Development and production 

organization. “AM studio” team of skilled engineers, 

qualities with unmatched workmanship. With almost 

ensure that our clients will be getting unique solutions 

Monumental, glass bas-relief “With fervour for a free Latvia”.
The composition consists of nine sculptures with a total area of ~18m².
Four lower glass castings with high 4.3m, in the world are unique, monolith, monumental, single-cast glass bas-reliefs.

and power of woman and man.
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ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

Authors of glass design: glass artist Anda Munkevica in cooperation with architect Kriss Zilgalvis, artist Dzintars Zilgalvis
Glass sculpture creation and installation: “AM studio” LTD in cooperation with “RE&RE” LLC
Architects of construction project: “JR Elements” LLC, Juris Rotcenkovs, Zane Deruma
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Multifunctional shopping and entertainment center “Galleria Minsk” and

Total area: 4350m²
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Architect: Ugis Zabers, “SZK/Z Architects”
Glass production: “AM studio” LTD
Main contractor: “Renaissance Construction Company”
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Building facade decorative glass panels.  

Glass panels passed Heat Soak Testing.
Total area: 850m²
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Architect: Ugis Zabers, “SZK/Z Architects”
Glass production: “AM studio” LTD
Main contractor: “RBS Skals” JSC
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Colored, fused glass decorative panels with engraving.
H 8m; Total area: 53m²
Author of glass design: glass artist Anda Munkevica
Architect: Andis Silis, “SZK/S Architects”
Glass production and installation: “AM studio” LTD
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Laminated glass partition walls with unique decor, laminated glass railings and walls panels.
Total area:1200m²
Architects: 
Glass production and installation: “AM studio” LTD
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We plan, design, and build your dream door constructions with you. Having knowledge of the strict industry standards 
and glass treatment technologies we can make your project truly unique where art and functionality are combined. We 

INTERIOR GLASS
As the material glass provides an unlimited range of
design possibilities for architects, interior and
furniture designers and carpenters. The use of glass 
in the house interior knows no limits.  

interior glass products to suit client unique 

such as design and sketching, engineering and 
manufacturing are done under one roof to assure a 
fast, clear and controlled environment.
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especially when they want to achieve a tasteful and polished look.
Author of glass design: Andrey Solncev, “Solncev Interiors” JSC
Glass production: “AM studio” LTD
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creation of handcrafted molds for glass casting, 3D forms, bas-reliefs and glass sculptures.  
Nearly all creation processes are performed by hand respecting and honouring the tradition of glass processing.
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Unique, artful, 10-layers glass construction, covered with gold. H 8m
Architect: Agris Padelis-Lins, “Arhitekts Agris Padelis-Lins” IK
Glass production and installation: “AM studio” LTD
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Decorative glass wall panels with lighting. H 9m
Architects: “Hoyer Schindele Hirschmüller”, Berlin, Germany
Designers: Santa Meikulane “LOLOT DESIGN” LLC, Baiba Ripa
Glass production and installation: “AM studio” LTD
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Handcrafted, fused, artistic glass decorative wall panels. 

Author of glass design and creation: glass artist Anda Munkevica
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 “Amber Tree”
Unique glass artwork that has imprints of alive trees.

Author of glass design and creation: glass artist Anda Munkevica
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Handcrafted textured glass

wide range of uses and possibilities that gives unique interior design options for architects and designers. Adding a truly 
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Creation of custom-made lighting 

of custom-made lighting for the residential, hospitality and commercial spaces. Our goal is to create something unique, 
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Handcrafted glass products for bathroom interior

your bathroom project.
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Since every glass shower wall and washbasin are developed and handcrafted in-house, custom sizes, shapes, and 
colors are easily available. Variations in shape and color patterns are what make “AM studio” handcrafted bathroom 
products  distinct and unique.
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Laminated glass: safe elegance 
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Prevent interior from becoming a sea of straight lines and circular forms by introducing an glass elements with an 

from the inside.
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Stained glass brings light, color and story into a building at the same time.
Featuring an array of colors and intricate designs, stained glass artistry is a type of art that is captivating to the eye. Both 
an art and a craft, the creation of these illuminating decorations requires artistic abilities as well as the engineering skills 
for assembling the pieces. 
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translate a creative idea onto glass and improve the overall aesthetic of any place would it be private residences,  
commercial establishment or public buildings.
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Artistic sandblasting
Sandblasting glasswork has evolved as a contemporary art form used to manipulate glass surfaces to form creative patterns 

it is a simple pattern on glass or dramatic deep carvings. In the skilled hands of our artisans doors, windows, decorative panels 

Designers: “LOLOT DESIGN” LLC, Santa Meikulane, Agnese Grandane, Linda Saldere
Glass production and installation: “AM studio” LTD
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Custom-made glass awards
In our case, the creation of awards can be equated to the creation of small-sized sculptures, each of which requires 
special attention, knowledge of the material and the ability to transfer the client’s idea or concept to a glass masterpiece 
that will become a proud treasure, symbolizing monumental success and achievement.
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Endless speeches about art destroys it.  
Just feel it, love it and create it.

Virility

Glass artworks created by Anda Munkevica, the main 
artist/designer of the studio, are represented in art 
museums all over the world – Japan, USA, Australia, 
Belgium, Russia, Germany, China, Ukraine, etc. With 
her masterpieces, Anda took part in a large number of

organized.

ART GLASS
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Responsibility
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Delicate gentleness 
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Double portrait
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Flood
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Linden eye
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Two moons
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PROCESS
We develop and produce our glass in our own factory

sophisticated manufacturing process to see how
handcrafted and unique glass products are made.
Central success factor is our highly professional and
motivated team, which works every day with full

commitment and passion for the implementation of
projects entrusted to us. Our support in all phases of
the project distinguishes us from our competitors and
makes it possible to best contribute our knowledge and

place is given to art glass solutions.
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“AM studio” LTD
Ziedleju street 3, 
Marupe, Marupes reg., 
LV-2167, Latvia
Telephone: 
+371 67455145
e-mail: info@amstudio.lv 
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